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Feeling the heat

Show at Lake George gallery highlights
artistic responses to climate change
By James H. Miller

I

n 2005, environmentalist Bill McKibben conceded that artists faced serious
challenges when it came to tackling
climate change. “But we’ve got to try,”
he wrote then. Now, a decade later, some
artists are trying. Even so, art exhibitions
that specifically address climate remain,
if not exactly rare in the U.S., certainly
unpopular.
“Climate change is an unusual theme
and not a sexy one for the art world,”
explained Rebecca Smith, an artist who
splits her time between New York City
and Bolton Landing. Under the old Warren County courthouse in Lake George
village, where the Lake George Arts
Project is headquartered, Smith has undertaken the unusual and curated a small,
simple show, entitled “Climate Contemporary,” that calls attention to this huge,
complex issue.
“The science is complicated, especially
if you have a weak science background

‘‘Cause and Effect,’’ by Larry Brown is
among the works in “Climate Contemporary”
for the Lake George Arts Project.

like I do,” said Smith during a recent walk
through the gallery. “And so, how do we
understand it? We draw pictures.”
The show’s five artists — Smith, Mike
Glier, Larry Brown, Diane Burko and
Jackie Brookner — all pursue the subject
of climate change differently. However,
what links most of them is the conviction
that once you are able to picture something — something abstract, say, far away
or invisible — then you can better comprehend the shape and scope of it.
“The jury is out for me whether art can
affect political change,” Smith acknowledged, “but it can do something to consciousness.”
Mounted on opposite walls of the gallery are two disk-shaped objects. From
their center apertures, pipes with natural
gas valves thrust out, as if aimed, like gun
barrels, at the viewer. Smith’s sculptures represent greenhouse gases at the
molecular level. Yet the pipes add some
rude realism to the equation, announcing
the human source. Smith cuts the discs
from honeycomb aluminum
and colors the surfaces with
solvent dyes. She has given
“CH4,” or methane, a sickly,
molten-like exterior, a face for
this odorless, colorless gas.
For other artists, paint is
the vehicle. Mike Glier recasts
traditional plein-air painting by throwing an ecological
slant on it. Working at four
different locations along a
single stretch of longitude,
from the Canadian Arctic
to Ecuador’s rainforest,
Glier created a kind of lushly
painted visual diary that
prods viewers into a global
frame of mind. Then there
are Larry Brown’s paintings,
which release a harsh, weirdly
seductive sheen. They are
terse in their suggestions of
human activity and environmental trauma.
Visual documentation
of climate change figures
into the show as well. Diane
Burko’s four large-scale
photographs record glacial
forms, many under visible stress, in places
like Svalbard, 400 miles north of Norway,
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‘‘CH4’’ by Rebecca Smith.

and Antarctica’s Lemaire Channel. Burko,
who began as a landscape painter, has a
single painting in the show, which depicts
frozen topographies threaded with variously colored lines. As the work’s title reveals, the lines mark the freak recession of
the Columbia Glacier, located on Alaska’s
southern coast, between 1980 and 2005.
“I like point to out that this is how
painting can tell you more than photography,” said Smith. “It is truer than a photograph, because you can put time into a
painting. A photograph only captures a
moment.”
Sometimes art can help solve climate-related problems. The late Jackie
Brookner’s work combines design with
biology and eco-activism. Brookner created living sculptures, or “biosculptures,”
that use plants to clean and filter polluted
waters. In Salo, Finland, she constructed
free-floating islands on a former sewage
treatment lagoon that mended the water
and served as oases for migrating birds. In
Fargo, N.D., she conceived of a community
park commons on an 18-acre storm water
detention basin, and worked closely with
locals to plot it.
“To affect people at the deep levels

If you go:
‘‘Climate Contemporary’’
■ Where: Lake George Arts Project, Court-

house Gallery
■ When: Through Aug. 14; hours: noon-5 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday: noon-4 p.m. Saturday
■ Admission: Free
■ Info: 668-2616; www.lakegeorgearts.org

necessary, I think it’s best to have people
actively involved in the projects, not just
seeing them as an audience,” Brookner
said during a 2012 TED Talk.
Brookner, an old friend of Smith’s, died
from cancer this past spring. In the show,
her projects are represented through
texts and photographs. In that respect,
“Climate Contemporary” gestures outward, beyond the limited confines of the
gallery.
“I really like the way she thought,” said
Smith. “There was so much integrity to
her thinking.”
▶ James H. Miller is a contributor to the
Times Union.

